This article describes how school decentralization and restructuring policy in Israel is viewed by principals of autonomous schools. Like many western countries, the Israeli school system is going through
1. Decentralization has to be adapted carefully to local conditions: The history of the system and its components (county, municipality, school); specifics of the student population and so forth (Hannaway, 1993; Radnor et al., 1998) ; and prior experiences of success or failure of large-scale policy changes all have to be considered and studied. This is about "understanding policy's construction of meaning and values by participants" (Cibulka & Derlin, 1998, p. 82) . In their study of policies in Colorado and Maryland, Cibulka and Derlin call to take into account the culture and voice of the relevant parties when planning and implementing systemwide changes in education. It is important to define as much as possible the specific levels, task areas, and degrees of power allocation (Bolam, 1993; Hallak, 1991; Radnor et al., 1998) , including their translation to restructuring and school-based management. This is a difficult and tricky job.
2. Even in a system that allows the school a large degree of autonomy, it is important to design some sort of basic and common understandings by mutual discourse among the schools, as well as between schools and authorities (Hannaway, 1993; Radnor et al., 1998) . How do we ensure that common educational goals are implemented in a totally decentralized system? For example, might decentralization become an escape-way from integration efforts (Levacic, 1995) ? Or, as appealing as the idea of communities and ethnic groups placing their culture and heritage in a top spot is, how can alienation and resegregation be avoided? 3. Special attention ought to be given to the formalization and regulation of decentralization through legislative mandates. One naturally assumes that large-scale policy changes of such kind need some formal establishment in legislation (Firestone & Corbett, 1988) . But how can legislative mandates predict the multivariant faces of decentralization? In their in-depth analysis of reforms in several states (including Tennessee, Kentucky, and NewYork), DeMitchell and Fossey (1997) caution that "mandates, rules and regulations are not enough, if reform efforts are to be effective and not fall prey to the issue-attention cycle that claimed many reforms.., capacity-building policy instruments may be the more effective altemative to mandates in the long run" (p. 7). In another study of charter school laws in the U.S., DeMitchell and Fossey (1997) found that half of over 20 states used 194 legislation to ensure true autonomy of these schools, while in the other half, legislation actually curbed attempts to open such schools and ensure they are really free of centralized policy. The legislation process alerted powerful agencies, such as teachers' unions, and their pressures resulted in weakened charter-school laws.
4. Another problem concerns accountability. The danger is that decentralization might lessen accountability of state and county levels and lay an uneven and perhaps sole responsibility on principals and school staff (Adams & Kirst, 1998; Bush, Coleman, & Glover, 1993; Talbot & Crow, 1998) . Decentralization, on its own, has increased and widened principals' accountability (Brown, 1990; Caldwell & Spinks, 1988; Talbot & Crow, 1998) in several areas (Adams & Kirst, 1998) : bureaucratic, legal, professional, political, and market-oriented. It seems important to ensure that accountability will be spread evenly throughout the system.
Research on the direct influence of decentralization processes on principals is still rather limited (Bush et al., 1993; Levacic, 1995) . However, research on principals' role in school-based management (Brown, 1990; Caldwell & Spinks, 1988) and restructuring (Hallinger & Hausman, 1994; Hallinger, Murphy, & Hausman, 1993; Hord & Poster, 1993; Murphy, 1994; Murphy & Beck, 1994; Seashore-Louis & Murphy, 1994 ) is more extensive. Goldring and Rallis (1993) , who studied both quantitative data from a large number of schools and in-depth case studies of principals of restructured schools, found that decentralization results in principals reporting growing role ambiguity. Schoolbased management and shared decision making can help the principal deal with the newly delegated powers from within the school, while building coalitions with forces such as parents or superintendents can help the principal from outside the school. Similar findings were presented by Bush et al. (1993) in their assessment of 100 autonomous schools, followed by Levacic's (1995) in-depth study of 13 schools and qualitative survey of over 200 schools (both studies in the U.K). The conclusion is that the principals' role evolves and transforms radically. In their new role, principals operate as moral agents and social advocates within the immediate community (Murphy & Beck, 1994) ; they must achieve high degrees of morality and leadership (Bottery, 1992; Prestine, 1994; Sergiovanni, 1995) .
Decentralization and Restructuring in Israel's School System: An Overview
In 1953, the National Education Act established government owned and controlled schools, thus beginning a tradition of centralized education in Israel. The Ministry of Education was in charge of practically everything: building new schools, enrollment policy, writing and distributing curriculum materials, standards, testing, and the hiring and firing of school staff. Further centralized reforms in the late 1960s introduced junior-high and comprehensive high schools throughout Israel, with an attempt to integrate between low-and high-socioeconomic status (SES) students. Beginning in the late 1970s, Israel's school system began going through decentralization processes, initiated by the national educational authorities (Chen & Goldring, 1996; Volansky & Bar-Eli, 1995) on the one hand and encouraged by schools, communities, and municipalities on the other hand. Trends that influenced decentralization in other countries do so in Israel as well. Citizens arc showing growing interest and active involvement in control of public institutions, such as schools, without the mediating and forceful hand ofcenwal government (CaldweIl, 1993; Dimmock, 1993; McDonnell, 1989) . Growing diversity within Israeli society and politics (Caldwell, 1993; Giroux, 1992 Giroux, , 1996 raises issues such as decanonization of knowledge and "salad bowl" as opposed to "melting pot" curriculum planing (Caldwell, 1993; Giroux, 1992 Giroux, , 1996 . All these trends materialized locally in Israel's unique social and political settings (Chen & Goldring, 1996; Elboim-Dror, 1981; Reshef, 1990) , presented forthwith.
Israel's Jewish majority is divided between religious and secular groups, as well as between Left and Right political parties (Arian, 1998; Horowitz & Lissak, 1990; Peres & Yuchtman-Yaar, 1992) . Religious Jews differ according to their extent of orthodoxy as well as by ethnic origins (Sepharadi vs. Ashkenazi). The substantive Arab minority (circa 18%) has inner ramifications too, which in many ways resemble those of the Jewish majority. Further major splits arise from widening socioeconomic gaps and the recent surge of immigration from the former Soviet Union and Ethiopia. Reshef (1990) points out that while, in other countries, multicultural societies developed as a new layer on top of a fundamentally unitary democratic ethos, in Israel there was no such common denominator to start with. This encouraged decentralization of education.
Contrary to other countries, decentralization in Israel was not accompanied by statutory backing. Although the basic school laws were amended many times since their acceptance by Israeli parliament during the 1950s and 1960s, the legal structure of the school system remains unchanged to this day. However, school decentralization goes on all the time, some through administrative directives from the Ministry, usually through its prerogative to conduct "experiments" in schools. Some of these so-called "experiments" last for over 10 years and involve several hundred schools (out of a total of about 2,700), rendering these attempts permanent policy changes rather than experiments. Other changes happen simply through convention, custom, and pressures from parents, local authorities, various interest groups, and from within the schools themselves (Goldring, 1993) . All this creates new models of relationships between schools, parents, municipalities, and communities. New types of schools, named "autonomous" or "communal" appeared. Different ethnic or religiously affiliated groups created "streams within streams" of schools. For example, orthodox Sepharadi Jews have established a new, partly informal, nationwide network of schools. Other groups of schools named "humanistic" or "Democratic-Sepharadi" have appeared. The municipalities have increased their involvement in education many-fold too. In each municipality, the formerly small and administrative education departments have gradually transformed into strong, large "educational authorities" These are involved in every possible aspect of policymaking: curriculum planning, personnel, supervision, standards, enrollment policy, and building maintenance. (Gibton, Goldring, & Sabar, 1998) . This involvement of the municipalities is accompanied by growing investment of municipal budget in education, in addition to and beyond what the national govemment invests. As we pointed out, these dramatic changes are not accompanied by changes in the educational law, thus increasing pressures on principals and school faculty, as groups and agencies compete in influencing the schools.
As shown in Figure 1 , Israel's decentralized school system includes four levels: national, local, communal, and school. In addition to their involvement within the school, the first three levels uphold independent relations with the other levels as well. In each level there are several factors whose degree and scope of involvement in the school varies according to local conditions. This is a dynamic rather than rigid or hierarchic structure. The model in Figure 1 illustrates the complexity and instability of the Israeli educational arena throughout the '90s.
Part of the decentralization processes described beforehand is the appearance of the "autonomous school" whose principals are the focus of this study. This school, which started out as a government experiment in the early 1980s, is characterized by six main qualities: I. A school-focused, locally developed educational platform 2. A democratic, decentralized infrastructure 3. School-based curricula
4. An open relationship with pupils' parents and the school community, including collaboration with parents in formulating and clarifying educational aims and occasional parental participation in curriculum planning 5. School-based evaluation processes 6. School-focused in-service training (Sabar, 1988; Silberstein, 1990) .
In many ways these schools seem to be a local version of the restructured school (Murphy, 1993) . Goldring (1992) , in her study of Israel's school system, found that autonomous schools, like other forms of restructuring are the result of principals' leadership and a demanding social environment.
The present study focuses on the views of the principals of these autonomous (restructured) schools towards decentralization. 
Research Questions

Methodology
This is a qualitative topic-oriented multiple-case study (Guba & Lincoln, 1994) . Specifically, our method narrates the principals' "landscapes" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1996) and "mindscapes" (Sergiovanni, 1995) concerning decentralization. According to Sergiovanni, mindscapes are like road maps that "provide rules, images and principles that define what the principalship is and how its practice should unfold" (Sergiovanni, 1995, p. 30) .
nistry of
EduCat eacher unions tio~~ ~ . . Connelly and Clandinin use a related term: "working landscape,' Although this term is used in reference to teachers, we find it useful for our work on principals as well. "Landscapes" are used to disclose teacher's "secret, sacred and covert stories" that "[provide] a map useful for studying the dynamics of the relations between teachers' personal practical and professional knowledge" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1996, p. 25) . Understanding how policy is seen through the eyes of some of the main players in the field, the principals, can add insight as to how policies are implemented and why they succeed or fall (Bowman & Haggerson, 1992) . According to Bowman and Haggerson (1992) , interpretive inquiry can assist in connecting "informing policy" and "informing practice" (p. 8). They use the metaphor of the researcher as a person sailing down a stream in a boat: "There are some things about the stream that one cannot find by sitting on the edge" (p. 11). These researchers sailing the stream are participant observers. They are able to collect unique insights valuable and essential for understanding the mechanism and effects of policy implementation. Researchers who wish to share their experience with others have to "report in such a way that the reader envisions being in the boat in the stream" (p. 12). This metaphor is applicable to qualitative research in general and especially its hermeneutic branches. When policy is concerned, the role of the researcher is to identify the forces that influence policy "through critical analysis" and "emancipate themselves and others from them" (p. 14). This is a process of demystification, related to Sergiovanni's mindscapes, that divides principals and researchers into three types: "mystics," "neats," and "scruffies" Mystics view educational administration as a tacit and intuitive occupation. Neats see it as linked in a linear form to theory. To scruffies, "educational administration resembles a craftlike science within which practice is characterized by interacting reflection and action episodes. Theory and research are only one source of knowledge... designed to inform but not to prescribe practice" (Sergiovanni, 1995, p. 30) . The "scruffy" point of view is useful when dealing with "complex problems, that exist in turbulent environments under indeterminate conditions," (p. 33) such as decentralization policy in education. The study presented here is somewhat scruffy too. We attempt to present the principals' interpretation and conceptualization of decentralization and restructuring in Israel's school system. We feel this will be useful to those involved in similar efforts in other countries as well.
The Research Design
This study is based on a sample of 50 principals of autonomous (restructured) schools. Our fn'st task was to map the entire population of autonomous schools in Israel. To do this we approached 10 prominent individuals/institutions who were all somehow involved with school autonomy. These included individual researchers and research groups in universities and teachers' colleges that were engaged in research and consulting in autonomous schools; several school supervisors; and the Department of Methods and Curriculum in the Ministry of Education. All participants were asked to provide a list of schools that could be defined as autonomous according to the characteristics mentioned in the previous section. The lists were then combined, and schools that appeared on two lists or more formed the sample population. The total came to approximately 100 schools; from these, 50 were chosen at random for the current study (according to the overall demographic distribution of the 100 schools). The sample, presented in Table  1 , was comprised of schools from all over Israel, including small, medium-size, and large towns and cities; and suburban, inner-city, and rural areas in all types of socioeconomic neighborhoods. A large portion of the sample, however, were elementary, secular, middle-class or high-SES schools. ~ Data were collected from in-depth qualitative (open) interviews (Patton, 1980; Wolcott, 1995) with each of the 50 principals, each lasting between 1.5 to 4 hours. Some principals were interviewed twice. A typical interview included a short presentation of the study in a general form ("We are trying to find out about how you view your job as a principal") without details of the actual research questions. The principals were just asked to speak freely (after assurance of anonymity) about their work, their feelings, and so forth. Further questions were generated from what the principals said, requesting them to elaborate and widen some point or another, present examples of their statements, and describe what they saw, or felt, or wanted to do in the situations they mentioned. This type of interview (Patton, 1980) insures the authenticity of the data. The principals cooperated gladly, and described their work with rich metaphors. In the last part of the interview the principals were presented with findings from other interviews, as a method Note. n = 50. Data obtained from school documents.
of validation. In addition to conducting these qualitative interviews, school documents (i.e., organizational charts and plans, school-based curricula, protocols of meetings) were analyzed. The data were analyzed to generate emic categories, which in turn were grouped together according to etic super-structures derived from literature on school restructuring and autonomy (Hutchinson, 1988) . Analysis included three distinct stages:
1. Open, axial, and selective coding of data, through which a definite and hierarchic set of categories was built (including defining "core categories"). In this stage the data were "broken up" according to validated themes that appeared repeatedly in the protocols and documents we gathered, and were then "reassembled" according to distinct categories. This is known as the constant comparative method (Hutchinson, 1988; Strauss, 1987) . The unit of analysis on this level was a statement, that is, "the principal's words concerning one issue, from beginning to end." Each such statement was typically between a few words to several sentences long.
2. Categorization of episodes--parts of interviews with principals describing a situation or occurrence, including thoughts, feelings, background, aftermath, and so forth. The typical unit of analysis in this stage was several sentences long, perhaps the size of a large paragraph. These were usually examples presented by the principals in a fairytale or rather folk-tale style: "Let me tell you about what happened once when we decided to implement the new curriculum" or "One morning I came to school and saw.. "' These stories strengthened our image of these principals as symbolic and cultural leaders in their schools, "tribe eiders" in a way, for many of them had a moral lesson at the end (Sergiovanni, 1995; Silverman, 1993) .
3. Analysis of principals' whole stories, each of which presented the complete story of one school and/or one principal (Connelly & Clandinin, 1996) . This level was chosen so as to retain the holistic factor of school stories. In this stage we wanted to learn about the history of the school and its principal; how it came upon restructuring; what record of success or failure paved its way; how basic variables in the school (characteristics of the student population, the staff, the curriculum, the organizational structure, the school's relationships and ties) altered and transformed with time; and how the principals viewed their school's culture and their role as leader.
All three levels were followed by construction and generation of grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1994) through theoretical memoing and linkage to literature.
Validity was achieved through cross-reference and triangulation techniques. Structural validity was reached by expert judges who reviewed both the initial set of categories and the process of analysis. The main findings and theoretical conclusions were validated by 14 chosen principals who had taken part in the study (Altheide & Johnson, 1994) .
All participants were fully informed on the aims of the study, gave informed consent, and received full retreat options (Punch, 1994) .
Findings
The findings will be presented in two parts. The first part will include three school stories, as told by the principals. Each story has been chosen because it represents another "type" or point of view of the principals, and will be accompanied by a preliminary analysis that exemplifies how it represents a distinctive part of our sample. In the second part, findings will be presented according to various categories derived from the data, attempting to present the scope and depth of the data analysis of the complete sample of 50 principals.
Three School Stories Case I: Judith
Judith heads a 6-year elementary school situated on a hillside overlooking a green valley in a remote rural town in the north of Israel. A beautiful rock garden on the outside and huge bird cages with songbirds in the hallway inside welcome the visitor. Her school is part of an experimental initiative led by the Ministry of Education to grant several selected schools autonomy not only in curricular matters but financially as well. She says:
Our school has a tradition of parent participation in policymaking. But this wasn't the case when I came here several years ago. What I found was a school that suffered from a poor image, mainly due to low grades in the "3 R's"--the school was rated practically last in the county. The community was hostile towards the school and there was very little constructive dialogue between the school and the parents. When I became principal, after the previous principal was fired, I initiated a process of deliberation between parents and staffconceming the low standards of achievement in the basic skills. We brought in experts that were partly financed by parents and began an in-service training program for the staff. We involved parents, as volunteers, in the actual process of teaching math in the classrooms. So we had a professional teacher and an assistant in every classroom. This achieved several goals: One was bringing the parents into the school, allowing them to contribute and become part of the school community. Another goal was to get help in the overcrowded classes, while authorities could not or would not assist. And of course the grades went up too and in 2 years the school began to receive achievement prizes, and was rated among the best l0 schools in the county.
The next step was to formalize and establish a new organizational structure, one better adapted to serve the needs of the school. This new structure is presented in Figure 2 . The school is currently run by an executive (managing) board, which includes the senior staff members and the principal. A joint coordinating committee composed of eight parents, who were elected by the whole parent-body, assists the executive board. The board of directors includes three of the eight parents as well as representatives of the municipality and the Ministry of Education (the school supervisor). The board supervises and monitors financial decisions as well as general curricular and policy issues. The school itself is run by six work groups (called "teams") that consist of teachers, parents, and sometimes pupils too. There are work groups on curriculum planning and development, science education, social activities, special education, in-service staff training, and so forth. After describing the school structure Judith comments:
Running all these work groups and committees is extremely tedious--after all, I had no experience or training in self-management. But it is worthwhile. The parents feel they are part of the school and they assist us in our struggles vis-hvis the authorities. We have quite a lot of freedom in resource allocation, though the municipality thinks that the autonomy granted by the Ministry was given to it and not to the school. There are internal problems too. Not all the teachers can cope with this new structure. You see, this school is practically transparent--the walls, the ceiling, and the floor. There is hardly anything a staff member does that isn't exposed to the public, and at times teachers feel their professional status is threatened. But I believe that the bottom line is that this openness, with our face turned towards the community and not away from it, strengthens our school and gives us public support for school policy.
Preliminary analysis. We chose Judith's case because it represents a small but rather distinct part of our sample: schools in small peripheral "development towns" in Israel. These towns, built by the government in the 1950s, were settled by low-income immigrant families. During the years, some of these towns attracted higher income middle-class families that moved from the big cities in search of better quality of life and an opportunity to purchase private homes. Though perhaps better offthan they were, these towns still suffer from a poor education system, low results on national-scale testing, and an unsuccessful image. It is in the context of this setting that we found Judith's story powerful. Judith identifies the relevant factors and players in the educational field, and maps the relations both among themselves and between them and the school. She believes in opening the school to parents and the community, involving them in matters of policy and of daily management. This is negotiated through a unique organizational structure that formalizes parent involvement.
Case II: Iris
Iris's school is situated in a small, well-to-do suburban town close to Israel's financial center. Private, well-kept, slate-roofed houses spread on a hillside welcome the visitor. The school is about 10 years old, built in a modem and campus-like style that blends with the countryside scenery. Classrooms are organized around small amphitheaters and each has its own patio and garden. Iris, petite, bright-eyed in her early '40s, presents the school:
This is a small, affluent community. People here are deeply involved in the school. I view the parents as customers, or consumers, not as stockholders. They are important customers, of course. Their children are their most precious belonging, but they do not own the school. Perhaps the school is owned by the community, or perhaps by the state--it is unclear. The parents, on the one hand, as important as they may be, are just a part of the community, which is a broader concept. The community, on the other hand, is both a customer, an owner, and a provider of services: In that sense, the school is much like the infirmary and community center. There is reciprocity between the school and the community, the parents, and other parties or agencies, such as the Ministry of Education (through the school supervisor). Due to the fact that the specific chain of hierarchy between all of these is rather vague, we, at the school, don't always go by the book. We are attentive to the needs of the community, just as the infirmary doesn't always go by the book and provides services according to specific, local needs.
Iris describes how the organizational structure of the school encourages parents and community participation:
Among the various school-community or parentteacher committees, I would like to mention the policy committee, which is the most important. It maintains active and continuous deliberation about various aspects of school policy (e.g., curriculum, social activities) and also attempts to define and localize the diverse wishes of the parties involved in the school. These wishes might clash with those of the school supervisor.
Iris exemplifies how the school achieved schoolbased goals through local politics:
For instance, we decided to open a class that teaches English to dyslexic children. The supervisor objected because she thought everything that had to do with special education belongs to the existing special ed. class. Therefore no staff hours were allocated for this. But one of our English teachers had just completed a course on the subject and 1 came up with some money from the municipality and got the project going. As you can see, a major part of my work involves maneuvering around these three apexes: the parents, the community (represented by the municipality) and the Ministry of Education (represented by the school supervisor). We have an active PR committee in charge of keeping "open channels" between the school and the different interest groups inside and outside. Another important committee deals with the school budget. Not long ago, financial matters were relatively simple: The school received all its resources from the state, in the form of commodities, manpower, and equipment, with near to no leeway as far as deciding how to spend money according to our particular needs. Now the school gets money from the Ministry, the municipality, and the parents, and there is much more freedom as to how to allocate it. Unfortunately, I have no control over personnel or wages but I have much more freedom in dividing hours and buying things we need. But guidelines on what can or cannot be done or what goes under whose responsibility are vague if they exist at all. Running parents-staff committees is quite a bother but nevertheless I encourage teachers and parents to participate and I make a point of having all committees function properly. Some parents have
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hidden motives. A few have political aspirations, at least at the local level. Others become involved because they are dissatisfied with the school and some have dreams of implementing some educational plan of their own and do not truly intend to represent the silent majority of the parents. But even so, I'd rather have the critique coming from within, where it can be dealt with directly, than suppressing it until it erupts out in the open or in the local newspaper. Besides, even the worst adversaries adopt a milder tone when they become a part of the team.
Iris points out that in such a small community, which has only one school, the education department in the municipality is small and consists solely of political (elected) figures, rather than professionals. Iris views herself as being more capable and professional than the education department and sees herself in charge of education in the community.
Preliminary analysis. We chose Iris for this presentation because her school represents a large portion of the schools in our sample. These are strong schools, situated in affluent communities. Such communities strive for educational autonomy and semiprivatization or de facto privatization of the state-run and state-owned public school. The parents are demanding and use their money, education, and political influence to strengthen their foothold in the school. The principals' job in these schools seems relatively simple because of the financial, moral, and political support they get from the community. But the same community can interfere in the school policy. This case also stresses the evident ambiguity as to the hierarchy between the various parties in the educational arena (the school, the parents, the community, the authorities, etc.) and the tension between the professional viewpoint of the principal and the school staff as opposed to that of elected officials in the municipality. Like Judith, Iris adapts the organizational structure of the school to accommodate the parents and the community in formal decision-making processes in the school.
Case III: Ruth
Ruth, with a red crew cut and round gold-rimmed spectacles, heads a 6-year elementary school in a small remote desert town in South Israel. Her school is a rectangular, bare concrete building set in the midst of a huge empty yard whose yellowish sandy texture reflects the glare of a merciless sun. Ruth offers two examples that represent her views about educational policy in Israel:
Last year the Ministry of Education announced an "annual theme ''2 on the history of Jerusalem. These centralized programs contradict autonomy, but the school staff has reached an overall decision that even the most centralized and rigid curricular mandatory edict must, at least in some manner, coincide with the school's educational aims. In the case of the Jerusalem theme, the decision was to use it to encourage cross-relations between different age groups both within the school and at home. Inside the school, the entire "Jerusalem Project" evolved around multi-age groups. One part of the project was called"A Journey in the Footsteps of Artifacts": Every pupil had to interview the senior members of their family and find an object that was in some way connected with the history of Jerusalem and of the pupil's family. Each family was asked to take a joint trip to Jerusalem, where the young and the old visited historical sights of the city together. The stories and artifacts gathered by the children were then used by the school as part of the program within the diverse age groups composed especially for the occasion. This involved the parents as well, who were invited to come to the school and take part in the activities.
Ruth's second example was about an initiative to rebuild the school and redesign the barren yard. The idea came up, Ruth explains, while designing a school-based program on environmental studies: You must understand, there is much talk of autonomy, but a school principal has very little funds he can use freely. School construction or renovation plans are long-term government projects in which the school has little say. Still, together with the parents, we built a year-long program that was devoted solely to plan a new school building. The most interesting part, of course, was when the pupils themselves, after taking school-based courses on environmental studies, urban planning, and architecture, set out to plan their new school building. You see, this endless, barren schoolyard is in a way violent. The kids came up with wonderful ideas. They offered to break up the building and the yard into "activity centers," where they would feel more secure and private. "I really want a frog pond," one first-grader wrote.
After ideas were gathered from parents and pupils, the time came to involve the authorities:
I found out about a department in the Ministry that is in charge of planning school buildings, but they said that I could not approach them directly--they would deal with the municipality only. The municipality, after hearing this, responded: "Well 202 if there is some money in this for us, let's try"--and a famous architect from out of town was hired. Now this man did not cooperate with the school staff and I had problems with him all along but the municipality said: "Leave it to us." Eventually he came up with a renovation plan that would have cost $1 million, and the Ministry refused to pay, saying that a totally new school would cost less. So I got another architect, a local guy who came up with a much cheaper idea and that same year I began to raise funds together with the parents and pupils. We held several garage sales and raised some money. The idea was to adapt the school building to group learning and create these special, private havens that pupils came up with. The Ministry saw our new plan and enrolled the school in a project that allocated funds to schools that wanted to implement an educational philosophy in the school surrounding. A competition was held, and we won over $100,000 to begin the renovation. At this stage the municipality began pressurizing me. At first they told me to use some of the money to renew the power system and the sewage. Then they insisted that some of the money should be used to renovate our computer lab. These plans had previously been O.K.'d and included in the school's approved yearly budget. I wasn't ready to give up without a fight, so I called the Ministry of Education, and let them know what was going on. The Ministry got quite angry and ordered the municipality to cease any attempt to use the prize money for any purpose other than implementing the renovation plan.
Ruth describes the repercussions of her contacting the Ministry:
As a result of my becoming "a snitch" for the Ministry, the school was banned by the municipality, and its officials refused to give us any services for quite some time. I must tellyou, that although I feel like I won, I had many sleepless nights. This is a small town and if I lose my job as a principal, due to all these power struggles, I'll have nowhere to go.
Ruth summarizes the situation with an overall assessment of the principal's role in this type of confrontation with the authorities:
Dealing with high-ranking officials and handling such large sums of money are things I haven't been trained for. The cliche says that "autonomy is not given away--it has to be taken?' But autonomy in such matters cannot be taken--it has to be allocated. We don't have an administrator, just one part-time secretary who deals with all the school administration and has a day off every week, when I have to ask a pupil (!) or the school counselor (!!) to help out in answering the phones. Hell, we don't even have a fax machine...
Preliminary analysis.
If Judith and Iris represent, each in their own way, the success and possibilities that lie ahead of the principals of restructured schools in Israel, Ruth's story represents the hardships and pressures that await some of them. As we shall point out in the discussion section, the situation described in Iris's story emphasizes the extent to which the pressure and ambiguities in the placement of the restructured school between the powers that compete for ownership and control of the school system affect principals up to a breaking point. Another point in this case is the clash between the declared decentralization policy and the centralized programs that conflict with it. This case also exemplifies the amount of energy a principal has to devote to survival and political powergames, including the necessity for specialized administrative personnel for decentralized schools.
Principals 'Attitudes Toward School Decentralization
In this section we intend go beyond the school cases presented in the previous section by presenting data that represent categories analyzed from the whole sample of the 50 principals we studied. The data revealed three main themes. Each theme includes several sub-categories, some of which are contradictory. In the first theme, (the "core category"; Strauss, 1987) the principals point at the uncetlainty as to whom the principal should answer, who owns the school, and who its clients are. Some two thirds of the principals view this situation as a positive one, full of opportunities for them and their schools, while others see this as a threatening situation. The second theme revolves around government-initiated and government-controlled centralized projects that try to advance core educational issues. Contrary to the other themes, an overwhelming majority of our sample treated these projects scornfully and viewed them as nibbling at their professional autonomy. A few (10%) see the projects as a blessing and a vantage point from which to tackle tough issues. The third theme involves the school's new role in the decentralized system and the principals' changing role in this system-as community leaders. The main findings here present the principals as political and moral leaders in the school and to some extent in the community as well. All three themes are detailed forthwith.
Autonomous Schools in Israel Theme I: The School's Uncertain Place in the Educational Hierarchy
Most principals were concerned about the school's exact placement within the various forces in Israel's school system: the national and local authorities, the parents, and the community. "I do not have a clear idea as to who my superiors are exactly," was a common saying. "I find it hard to define my exact status. Sometimes I'm invited to conferences organized by the municipality. On other occasions they tell me, 'You don't belong to us, you belong to the Ministry.'" This uncertainty led some principals to suggest their own definition of the factors the school should relate to:
The three main factors that should determine the agenda of the school are the staff, the pupils, and the community. All the remaining parties are satellites. 1 do not underrate them: The community center, the town library, the school supervisor--all want a say in running the school, but the three parties I mentioned are the hard core of the school and it is their interests I should protect.
This opinion was characteristic of the majority of the principals but a few of them still saw themselves as affiliated with professional agencies, rather than the community, as one principal in a low-income area said: "The Ministry [of Education] and the municipal department of education are by far my main points of reference. In addition we have the local community center and the center for child development" A third sub-category in this theme is the conflict between the school and the national and local authorities. Here too, various voices were heard:
The school supervisor is more than happy to grant autonomy. The municipality thinks it is granted to them, not to the school. The Ministry gave me money for something and the municipality wanted the money for another purpose but I said, rather gently, "It's not your business," and they stepped aside. The parents backed me on this--they understood it was for the benefit of the school.
Another principal said:
The school supervisor really believes in giving me freedom. He helps a lot. But he himself is overridden by the municipality. They built an education department with countless officials. But when I ask for money they say "Get it from the parents."
A third principal commented:
The school supervisor helps a lot; he is involved but interferes very little. I get good advice from him. Overall I can say that the system is open to new ideas and is ready to nurture those who dare to innovate. The municipality, on the other hand, tends to meddle in professional matters they know nothing about. They have complete control over money, which means a lot of red tape. If I could handle the budget myself, things would be done faster and better.
So the supervisors are generally praised as professional and non-political though some principals feel their role is mainly advisory and their actual powers are diminishing, whether due to the rising influence of the local authorities or the tendency of the Ministry itself to limit their jurisdiction. Con; trary to this, principals from schools situated in large and middle-size cities had different ideas: "The municipal education department is close by and much more attentive to our needs. The various officials respond quickly and are quite consumer-oriented. And of course--when they assist they have the power and the means to do so." Principals in smaller towns, however, felt that the growing control of local authorities, overridden by narrow political interests, threatens their professional authority: "During the hardest part of the school year, the mayor called me and said, 'Leave everything and get ready for the parade--you know this is election year'--so what could I do?" The principal of a rural school said:
The school supervisor backs me up, but mainly on a verbal level. When I need a new teacher he says: "Find one yourself." But at least he is less hysterical and more professional than the education department in the municipality. The municipality can only see to the tip of its nose, or to the closest election day. So who has the mandate to run the school? It is quite unclear.
Theme II: Government Policy That Contradicts With Decentralization Processes
Parallel to declaring and implementing decentralization policies, the Ministry activates national and regional projects that are meant to promote and reinforce certain subjects, organizational structures, or methods. Some of these projects are run directly by the government, yet others are subcontracted and outsourced to private or semiprivate companies, funds, or organizations. Below we share principals' comments as to how these projects coincide with decentralization attempts: 204 I also get help from a private foundation that advances extracurricular activities in schools. But although they try to implement their programs in our school, there is quite a lot of bureaucracy involved. As an autonomous school I'd rather receive the funds and implement the programs myself. But no! They have a regional supervisor and local advisor who sit 50 km from here, but, of course, they know what we need and what is best for us. And all these people get a fine salary, and a car, et cetera.
In another school we were told,
The centralized project has some nice programs, for instance, in the arts. But they enter the school on a "take it or leave it" basis, complete with their own staff. These instructors will not deal with discipline. They upset the balance between the school staff and the pupils, because they are the "good guys" who teach interesting things and don't punish. If I had the resources, I would train the school staff myself and integrate these programs within the school curriculum. For instance, one of my teachers has a degree in archeology. But ifI want an archeology program in my school I have to approach the project and they will send their own instructor. Why? There is so much talk of autonomy, but the message we get is at times quite the opposite.
Another problem is that these projects intervene in the schools without coordinating with each other, but actually competing with them: "A lot of projects are thrown at the school without asking. The question is how strong you are. I, by coincidence, am strong. But not all schools and all principals are, and even I pay a dear mental price" The principals report that choosing between these projects is often a problem of fundraising. Getting money to reach the same goals by the school's own means might be impossible:
Several projects try to fight their way into the school. But if the school doesn't take on a project, it receives nothing. The system consists of little boxes. Each box is filled with money. But to get to the money, you need a key. And the key is joining the project.
The relationships between the project and the school were often described in the following manner, in this case by a principal that joined a government project of science and technology education:
They send an "expert" to the school. He is a graduate or postgraduate student at the university. He has never worked in a school. He gets a brand new laptop computer from the project, while we have ancient computers. The project headquarters has hired modem high-tech facilities, while I work in an office that gets to 105 ° in summer with no air-conditioning. The "expert" surveys my school and then comes up with a conclusion that everything we do is wrong. After all, how can they justify their existence? What have we been doing all these years until "his majesty" showed up? Haven't we taught math? Then they take my homeroom teachers to a course that is held 100 km from here. They study together with teachers from all around the country. The solutions that are offered there are general, but our problems are unique. All the money goes towards financing the superstructure of the project. Very little reaches the school in the form of equipment or truly specific solutions. But the advisor completes his dissertation and disappears.
We would like to point out that contrary to the other two themes presented beforehand, which included pro and con subcategories, in this theme the 50 principals we studied were practically unanimous in their strong criticism toward these government projects. It seems that the schools we studied see these projects as impairing and threatening their autonomy and professional authority. Perhaps weaker schools, that were not included in our study, may see things differently.
Theme III: The Principal as a Leader of the Community as a Result of Decentralization
The principals emphasized their schools' role in shaping the social and political surroundings. Our analysis showed this to be a core category that was generated from the previous two, and, at the same time, explains the principals' overview of the system and their struggle to achieve autonomy within it. One principal presents the following case:
I believe we, the staff, have a say of our own about education and values. I don't ignore the parents but I'm not their servant. We at the school have an opinion concerning the society we live in .... For instance: I went on a campaign against parents who took their children abroad during the school year. Why should a pupil who comes from a well-to-do family enjoy the privilege of skipping school for a few days? ls shopping in central London more enriching than shopping in the nearby mall or spending a day at the beach? This caused considerable dissatisfaction, but I had my way. The Ministry, in such cases, presents a double standard. At first they tell me: "Well done! You'll receive full backing" But then rich parAutonomous Schools in Israel ents write a letter on an attorney's stationery and the tone changes. So I say, "O.K., this is the way it is. Let's call in the parents and let them in on the pedagogic, ethical decision-making process" But when we got an offer from a school in Germany to visit, Holocaust survivors objected. I wanted to hold a public debate, but got very few interested. So again, the tough problems are thrown back at the school. This provides for many opportunities but is also threatening. The question is: Are we a community that has a school or a school that has a community? As to the right answer to this question we are left pretty much to ourselves. The Ministry? They give a reply according to the person or party asking.
Social issues are a main concern of the principals:
I feel I have a responsibility towards the community. We have many immigrant families in the neighborhood. I organized a day trip to Jerusalem to visit the city and the memorial for assassinated Prime Minister Rabin. It was difficult to get the money but I succeeded. I have a janitor who has been in Israel for 7 years and had never been to the capital, which is a 2-hour drive away. He came and thanked me.
Others addressed the issue of educational philosophy and policy: I find it hard to accept that the school is a representative of the municipality, the parents, the community, and the state. The school must have an educational philosophy of its own, an ideological backbone. Once it has formulated its educational philosophy, the school must commence a dialogue with all of these parties. The school has to come to terms with them, and attain their goals as well, but it also has to influence its social and political surroundings according to the school's idea of what kind of society we should live in.
These views are a reaction to the growing immanent uncertainties and pressures that worry the principals we studied.
Discussion
The findings show that the Israeli school system is going through turbulent times. The principals do not have a clear view of the national educational policy. They sense an equivocal message from the authorities. There is a lot of talk about autonomy and school decentralization. But daily reality poses serious doubts as to the nature and sincerity of these policy attempts. The principals sense that the authorities are abandoning the schools, passing down to the principal and staff the entire burden of achieving educational outcomes in a complicated and rapidly changing sociopolitical arena. This leaves the schools as easy prey in the tough competition between powerful groups and agencies that want to control or influence education. Meanwhile, the national authorities initiate centralized projects that attempt to circumvent the schools' staff and reach the pupils directly (Mitchel & Encarnation, 1984) to retain some of the national authorities' former power (Weiler, 1993) . So the principals conclude that autonomy means less power for the school, the staff, and themselves to initiate change and design local policy, and more accountability on their part.
The most interesting finding in our study, is the attempt of the principals of restructured schools to achieve some form of leadership outside of their schools--mainly vis-h-vis the immediate community. These schools place themselves not under, but rather side by side the main players on the educational field: the community, the parents, the authorities and other agencies, as shown in the model presented in Figure 3 . This model summarizes the hierarchy between the emic categories, as they emerge from the content analysis. The model presents the same map of Israel's school system as seen in Figurel , only this time the map illustrates the principals' "mindscape" as to what the system ought to look like.
As the model shows, the system includes the same four main levels, or domains, that were presented in Figure 1 : national, local, communal, and school. According to this model, the principals of restructured schools in Israel relate themselves and their schools with the immediate community. But the principals insist that the school does not belong to the community and that clear and definite boundaries should be maintained between the school and its surroundings. Moreover, the principals place the school, at least in some matters, above the community, leading it rather than being led by it. They use the school-based curriculum to take a stand on social matters. Here are some illustrations: Iris's idea of teaching English to dyslexic children, contrary to the Ministry's policy; Ruth's program to rebuild the school and organize and adapt the national, centralized "annual theme" so as to meet local needs of improving ties between pupils and grandparents; or again the idea of organizing a trip to the capital for new-immigrant parents--a task more fit for a community center than a school. The schools' wish to influence and lead their community is not carried out solely through the curriculum. The schools' organizational structure also serves this purpose by involving parents in committees, or getting them to assist in teaching math, or, as in Judith's case, involving the community in the active running of the school. The readi- ness of the principals to get into conflict with their superiors and their community over the articulation of values is another example. These findings are similar to Goldring and Rallis's (1993) conclusions from their study on what they named "Dynamic Schools": "Rather than reacting to and being driven by the forces impacting schools today, or pretending such forces do not exist, the dynamic school seizes them as opportunities to improve itself" (p. 23). By carefully mapping their environment, and the informally decentralized system, the Israeli principals identify the relevant forces that influence their schools. They form detailed educational value-based programs and try to lead their communities in implementing them. The coalitions the principals create are bonded together, not only by common interests, but by values and ideas, and deal, even at the local, communal, and school level with issues that trouble Israel's society as a whole. Our findings also align with observations on restructured schools' principals as social advocates, moral agents (Murphy & Beck, 1994) , and community leaders (Sergiovanni, 1995) in a rapidly changing society (Hargreaves, 1995) . The principals of the restructured schools in Israel's recently decentralized system, then, carry a heavy task and have to cope with pressures previously unknown to them and with which they have not been taught to deal. It seems our findings support the claim that school restructuring and system decentralization have far-reaching consequences as to the issue of principal leadership (Murphy & Seashore-Louis, 1994; Prestine, 1994) .
The chaotic and murky character of Israel's school systems in the '90s tempts us to recommend legislative regulation. But the solution is not that simple. We must remember that our study focuses on those schools that probably gain from decentralization, though the data analysis shows that even these schools have a hard time maintaining their independence. Whether this is only because of the lack of regulation is uncertain. Drawing on Lewis's (1993) and Elmore's (1993) conclusions shows two important points. Lewis warns us of the myth that "the institution is the problem and the community is the solution" (1993, p. 86). Elmore warns that decentralization itself is a myth, no more than an "incremental shift of responsibility" that does not "alter the web of policies" (1993, p. 45) . So legal regulation, though favorable, has to consider the following points:
i. How does regulation ensure that decentralizaAutonomous Schools in Israel tion is real, and is not circumvented by centralization of other issues? 2. How does formal decentralization fit different kinds of schools that is, weaker versus stronger schools--and different kinds of communities? Legislation that decentralizes the system for some of the schools that have been found to be strong enough, such as England's "Grant Maintained" (Harris, 1993; Levacic, 1995) schools or Canada and the U.S.'s "charter schools" (De-Mitchell & Fossey, 1997) , may be an appropriate solution.
3. How does legislation deal with the responsibilities and accountability of the state? This seems to us an important point. So much thought and effort has been concentrated on how to empower the school, the principal, and the immediate community, that somehow the overall responsibility of"society" as it is represented by national educational authorities might have been neglected. 4. The last point is that legislation's role is not only to allocate or shift power from the center to the brim, but indeed to regulate. This means legislation should create balances and clarify authority and not simply make one party totally responsible for what happens.
Conclusion
The definitions of the various levels of authority in Israel's recently decentralized school system, and of the interrelationships and distribution of responsibilities and power in it, are insufficient. This causes severe pressures on schools but also allows them to maneuver between the different parties that have a vested interest in the school, and perhaps to extract the most from each one. We have reasonable cause to caution that while the Israeli restructured (autonomous) school and its principal may indeed enjoy this new setting, the weaker schools might pay a dear price for it. A call for legal regulation and open public debate concerning school decentralization in Israel, its structure, means, aims, and method, seems useful, though perhaps more as a measure of awakening awareness and contemplation among the parties involved in education. The contradictory orientations and tensions in the field, such as the coexistence of autonomy and centralized projects, ought to be solved. However, the growing eagerness of the restructured schools' principals to engage in social battles with their environment and assume a position of local leadership is exciting and promising. We believe that educa-tional authorities, whether national or local, should adopt a different approach to decentralization. Decentralization policy is not about taking "chunks" of responsibility and accountability and re-deploying them somewhere down the "chain of command." Rather it is about redefining and re-instituting the system in such a way that schools and principals will indeed have more freedom, but that this freedom will be part of an overall frame of authority and responsibility that engulfs the system as a whole.
Notes
~Although it is reasonable that most autonomous schools are situated in affluent communities (as is the case with similar "Grant Maintained" schools in England; Levacic, 1995) , a substantial portion of the 50 schools we studied (that are a representative sample of the 100 autonomous schools we located throughout Israel) are situated in lower-and middle-class SES and peripheral and rural areas. The fact that only a few schools are religious can be explained by the strong affiliation of these schools to religious streams and groups, which of course lessens their potential autonomy. Centralized and standardized national exams, common in Israel's junior and senior high schools, and complex labor relations explain why only a few of these can be defined as autonomous. These findings on the characteristics of autonomous schools are interesting, even though this paper focuses on the principals' views towards decentralization.
2Israel's Ministry of Education announces a centralized "yearly theme" or "subject" each year. Typical themes have to do with main ideological, cultural, or social issues that occupy Israeli society (like the industry, Zionism, or human rights) or evolve around events that are expected during the coming year (like Israel's 50th anniversary, etc.). These themes are accompanied by guidelines as to how and when to combine them with the subjects taught during the school year.
